ABSTRACT Software change impact analysis (CIA) is a key technique to identify the potential ripple effects of the changes to software. Coarse-grained CIA techniques such as file, class and method level techniques often gain less precise change impacts, which are difficult for practical use. Fine-grained CIA techniques, such as slicing, can be used to gain more precise change impacts, but need more time and space cost. In this paper, by combining the features of the coarse-grained technique and the fine-grained technique, a variablemethod (VM) correlation-based CIA technique called VM-CIA is proposed to improve the precision of static CIA. First, the VM-CIA technique uses the abstract syntax tree (AST) of program to construct a novel intermediate representation called variable and method triple (VMT), which is used to analyze the correlation between the variables and methods. Second, the VM-CIA technique proposes the single-change impact analysis algorithm and multi-change impact analysis algorithm to compute the impact set based on the VMT representation. In addition, the VM-CIA technique can get a sorted impact set which is more accurate than the existing CIA techniques. The empirical results show that the VM-CIA technique can greatly improve the precision (19%) over traditional the CIA techniques, while at the cost of a little recall (5%). Moreover, the empirical studies also show that the VM-CIA technique predicts a ranked list of potential impact results according to the distance measure, which can greatly facilitate the practical use.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software change impact analysis (CIA) is a process used to identify the potential ripple effects of the proposed changes [1] . The source code of software must be changed ultimately in the process of software maintenance. A change to a system, however small, can lead to several unintended effects, which are often not obvious or easy to detect [2] . Therefore, the change impact information is important for software maintenance activities. For example, it can be used to evaluate the feasibility of the change report so that we can select the best decision with minimal change impacts from all alternative change proposals [3] . In addition, it can also be used to judge whether the change impacts need secondarychanges after the changes are implemented to keep consistency [4] . Furthermore, the change impact information is useful for regression testing because the results of CIA is helpful for sorting or selecting the test suites [1] , [3] , [5] , [6] .
Most of current CIA techniques have a similar process, i.e., with a set of changed elements in a software system, called the change set, CIA attempts to determine a possibly larger set of elements, called the impact set, that requires attention or maintenance effort due to these changes [3] . The items in the change set and impact set can be either the specification of design or requirement, or the source code elements. At present, the resultant CIA results are often directly used for the modification task during software maintenance, so most current CIA techniques are performed on the source code [3] . The commonly used CIA techniques can be divided into two categories, static CIA and dynamic CIA techniques. Static CIA techniques are often performed by analyzing the syntax and semantic, or evolutionary dependence of the program (or its change history repositories) [7] , [8] . The resultant impact set often has many false-positives, with many of its elements not really impacted [5] , [9] . Thus this impact set they compute is very large and difficult for practical use [4] . Whereas dynamic CIA techniques consider some specific inputs, and rely on the analysis of the information collected during program execution to calculate the impact set [5] , [9] , [10] . Their impact set often includes some falsenegatives, i.e., some of the real impacted elements are not identified [3] . In addition, the cost of dynamic CIA techniques is usually higher than that of static CIA because of the overhead of expensive dependency analysis during program execution [11] .
The impact set is usually expected to be safe and easy to compute, so static CIA techniques have advantages in terms of the above aspects. In addition, most of current static CIA techniques compute the impact set at method-granularity level [3] . However, as the programs are always complex, the method-granularity level impact set has large size and low accuracy [3] , [5] , [9] , which obstructs its practical use. At present, among the static method-level CIA techniques, Breech presented a technique, which is simply called as Influence-CIA [12] , with higher accuracy than traditional techniques. It uses parameter passing between methods to propagate the impacts of the change. On the one hand, if a method a calls method b, a passes parameter to b, and b returns value to a. Thus a and b will impact mutually. On the other hand, if method a calls method b and a passes reference parameter to b, in this case, a and b will impact mutually. This CIA technique analyzes fine-grained information between method calls, and has higher precision than transitive closure on call graph. However, it does not take into account the finegrained dependence relationship within the method. Hence, its precision is also limited.
In this paper, the VM-CIA technique is performed at method and statement level to take into account variablemethod correlation within method to improve the accuracy of CIA. More specifically, we combine coarse-grained and fine-grained techniques to improve precision. Firstly, we use the abstract syntax tree (AST) of program [13] to construct a novel intermediate representation structure named variable and method triple(VMT). Secondly, based on VMT representation, we propose single-change impact analysis algorithm Single-CIA to compute single-change impact set, and propose multiple-change impact analysis algorithm Multi-CIA to compute impact set. Moreover, VM-CIA technique can get a sorted impact set which is more accurate than the existing CIA techniques. Finally, an illustrative example and empirical study are presented to show the proposed VM-CIA can greatly improve the precision over traditional CIA techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the intermediate representation needed for the proposed VM-CIA technique. Section III introduces VM-CIA technique. Section IV presents an illustrative example to clearly show the process of VM-CIA technique Section V presents our empirical evaluation of VM-CIA technique. Section VI explores the related work. Finally, Section VII discusses the conclusions and future work.
II. INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION
Call graph has been widely used as the program intermediate representation for method-level CIA [3] . As the relation of method call is needed to analyze the propagation of the method change, call graph is also used as the intermediate representation in this paper, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Call Graph): Call graph CG = (V , E) is composed of a set of vertices and edges. V represents the methods of programs. E = V × V represents the call relationship. Specifically if method M i calls method M j , then a directed edge should be added on the call graph CG. Figure 1 is a call graph of the example program in the Appendix. As call graph is a coarse-grained representation, and can only represent the call relationship which does not provide sufficient information to support CIA [2] . The accuracy of such kind of CIA is not satisfactory. Hence, we need to analyze fine-grained dependence information in the program to facilitate CIA. In this paper, we analyze deep into statements level, and extract their dependence relationship by parsing the source codes into the VMT set.
For the statements in the program, we mainly consider the dependence between variables and methods. identify a variable. If the var is not the local variable of a method but a class field, the value of mName is null. Similarly, to uniquely identify a method, we define method as a structure as follows.
method = cName.mName.parameterList
The structure defines class name, method name, and parameter list of the method respectively. The method name and parameter list are the signature of a method. Since method call is usually binding with class instance with regards to object-oriented programs, besides the common variables, the class instance also belongs to the variable structure. Based on these structure definitions, the variablemethod correlation is defined as follows. In the above definition, MT defines a method declaration or a method invocation which has direct correlation with variables, parameters and other method invocations Method is the identification of method invocation and VS is a variable set directly correlated with method, such as the actual arguments for a method. MS represents the methods nested in the parameter list of method or the method invocation chains. The variables in VMT include class fields, formal parameters of the method, actual arguments of the method, and local variables of the method. As stated above, the VMT is mainly used to represent the definition and assignment of the variable, parameter passing, and the relation of method invocation. To further illustrate the VMT clearly, we give six VMTs of variable-method correlation which have listed in Definition 2 as follows.
If there is only a variable declaration without variable definition or initialization in the statement of the program, we define VMT = <var, null, null>, for example, as declaration of a class field. Figure 2 is the VMT example of statement v = objn 1 .f (arg 1 arg 2 , obj 2 .g(arg 3 )). 
III. CHANGE IMPACT ANALYSIS
Given the change set, CIA is employed to estimate the impact set of software. In practical modification process, there are many elements needed to change. VM-CIA technique performs through two steps. First, we consider the single change impact analysis which computes the impacts of single change element in the program. Then, we merge all the single impact sets into the final impact set, which is called multiple change impact analysis. The VM-CIA technique is performed at method and statement level, and takes into account the definition and use of class fields, method parameters and local variables of method as the change source. The change set is composed of a set of variables. In order to evaluate the results of our VM-CIA and compare with other techniques, we compute the impact set at method level. This situation fits to single change impact analysis. That is, if a single statement related to a variable is changed, the methods correlated with this variable will be impacted. When multiple variables are changed, we can compute the impact set through merging all the impact sets of single change into the final impact set.
VM-CIA technique performs CIA after the programs are parsed into the set of VMTs We redefine the change set and impact set as follows.
Definition 5 (Change Set, CS):
It is a set of VMT which consists of parsed statements related to changed variables, defined as: CS = {VMT |∃var ∈ VMT ∧ VMT ∈ P ∧ var is changed}.
Variable var changed in program P could be class fields, method parameters and local variables within a method. The change type could be addition, deletion or type change of the variable. As the program has been parsed into the set of VMTs, the variables in the program can be mapped to their corresponding VMTs.
With the change set, impact set is computed and its form is defined as follows.
Definition 6 (Impact Set, IS): Impact set is defined as a set of two-tuples in which the first item is the method impacted by the changes, and the second item is the distance between the method and the changed element. Here, the distance corresponds to the distance between two vertices v 1 and v 2 on the call graph (CG), i.e., it is defined as the least number of edges reaching from v 1 to v 2 , or reaching from v 2 to v 1 . Hence, the definition of impact set can be denoted as follows. IS = {<Method, distance>|Method ∈ CG ∧ Method is obtained by CIA∧distance is the shortest distance between Method and the methods in which variable is changed}.
Intuitively, the smaller the distance between the element in the impact set and the element in the change set is, the bigger the probability of this element will be impacted by the change [15] . The distance here can be also used to rank the probability of the elements to be impacted in the impact set. According to the definition of CS and IS, the input of VM-CIA is a set of VMTs and the output is a set of methods. The process of VM-CIA is divided into three steps. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the proposed VM-CIA technique.
• Compute the direct impact set of changes • Perform single change impact analysis • Perform multiple change impact analysis 
A. DIRECT IMPACT SET COMPUTATION
First, we compute the direct impact set (DIS) defined as follows.
Definition 7 (Direct Impact Set, DIS): DIS
In the above definition, vmt represents an element of VMT, and VMTSet is the set of VMT. The VMTSet is a subset of VMT of the Method in terms of DIS. The Method belonging to DIS needs to satisfy one of the two conditions. 1) there exists the VMT belonging to Method, and the VMT belongs to CS. 2) there exists the VMT belonging to Method, and it contains the same variable with VMT which belongs to both FieldSet and CS. In short, for the Method, either its parameters or local variables are changed or it uses the changed class fields. For the VMTSet of DIS, the vmt belonging to it needs to satisfy one of the two conditions: 1) vmt belongs to both Method and CS. 2) vmt' belongs to Method. At the same time, there exists the vmt belonging to CS, and the vmt contains the same variable with vmt. Figure 4 is an example of VMT set which consists of all VMTs from a parsed class. VMT f 1 and VMT f 2 are the parsed statements which relate to class fields. VMT m11 and VMT m12 are the parsed statements which relate to the variable and method correlation in Method 1 
B. SINGLE-CHANGE IMPACT ANALYSIS
After computing the direct impact set, we can perform single change impact analysis which computes the impacts of single changed element in the program. First, we see how change impact is propagated on the call graph, and we define the impact propagation process as follows.
Definition 8 (Impact Propagation Process):
On the call graph, impact propagation process is proceeded in two steps.
1) If method a calls method b and b is impacted by the change, the impact will propagate from b to a. 2) If method a calls both methods b and c, at the same time, b is impacted by the change and method c is correlated with b, the impact will propagate from b to a and continue to propagate to c.
The process of impact set computation needs seven routines to get the information of impact propagation, and the information takes into account the correlations between variables and methods. For each impacted method, seven subroutines are defined as follows.
1) subroutine 1. getCaller(method) returns a set of methods which call the method on the call graph. 2) subroutine 2. getCallee(method) returns a set of methods which are called by the method on the call graph. 3) subroutine 3. getMethod(method) returns a set of methods with the name of method on the call graph. 4) subroutine 4. getRelVMTSet(Method, VMTSet) returns the union of VMTSet and a set of VMT which are correlated with the elements of VMTSet in the Method. Details of this subroutine is shown in Figure 5 (a). 5) subroutine 5. getMethodSet(Method, VMTSet) returns a set of methods which are correlated with VMTSet in Method. Detail of this subroutine is shown in Figure 5 (b). 6) subroutine 6. getMethodVMTSet(Method1,Method2) returns a set of VMT which has correlation with Method2 in Method1. Detail of this sub-routine is shown in Figure 5 (c).
FIGURE 5. Three subroutines of the impact propagation process. For a single changed method, we can compute its impact set through single-change impact analysis. The algorithm 1 is used to compute the impact set of the method.
The computation of the impact set is based on the impact propagate process. It uses the method in the DIS as a starting point on the call graph and propagates the impacts layer by layer from two directions, i.e. method calling and method being called on the call graph. Algorithm 1 is divided into two parts. 1) Line 3 computes the method set callerSet in which method calls eDIS. Lines 4-6 merge the methods in the callerSet into the impact set IS. In lines 10-12, each method of callerSet is used as the starting point and calls the addCallerIS procedure (Algorithm 2) to compute the impact set recursively from two directions.
2) Lines 1-2 compute the method set calleeSet in which method is called by eDIS and is correlated with eDIS. Lines 7-9 merge the methods in the calleeSet into IS. In lines 13-15, In addition, for addCallerIS procedure, methods m 1 and m 2 are used as parameters, where m 1 is used as the starting point to compute the impact set. The relation of m 1 and m 2 is that m 1 calls m 2 . This procedure is also divided into two parts:
Lines 1-3 compute the method set calleeSet in which method has correlation with m 2 in m 1 . In lines 13-18, the methods not belonging to IS are included in IS. In lines 22-24, each method which belongs to calleeSet and included in IS is used as the starting point. Then, it calls the addCalleeIS procedure to compute the impact set recursively from two directions.
Line 4 computes the method set callerSet in which method calls m 1 . In lines 7-12, the methods not belonging to IS are Finally, for the addCalleeIS procedure, it uses the method m as its parameter and the starting point of the impact set computation. This procedure is similar to the addCallerIS procedure. The only difference is that the calleeSet of m is composed of all methods which are called by m (Lines 1-2 ).
C. MULTI-CHANGE IMPACT ANALYSIS
The impact set of multi-change impact analysis can be obtained by computing the union of impact sets from singlechange impact analysis. Algorithm 4 shows the detailed process of multi-CIA, which merges the direct impact sets (DIS) into the final impact set.
Algorithm 4 uses the method of direct impact set as the starting point of impact set computation and uses ) and O(C i ), respectively. Assuming the number of statements within this method is S i , and the number of VMT of the method is not more than the number of statements, therefore, the time complexity of Subroutine 3 and Subroutine 4 is O(S i ). Since the number of method callers which relate to the statements of the method is not more than the number of Callee of this method, the time complexity of Subroutine 5 is O(C i ). Obviously, the time complexity of Subroutines 6 and 7 is O(S i ). Algorithm 1 calls Subroutines 4, 5, 1, the size of callerSet is not more than P i , and the size of calleeSet is not more than C i , so the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(S i + 2 C i +2 P i ), similarly, the time complexity of the addCallerIS procedure is O(2 S i + 2 P i + 2 C i ) and the time complexity of the addCalleeIS procedure is O(S i + 2 P i + 2 C i ). Assuming the number of methods on the call graph is V , the number of call edges on the call graph is E and the number of statements of the program is S, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
The time complexity O(E) in the above formula is based on this fact that impact propagating from a method to its caller and callee needs to traverse its call edges on the call graph. Assuming the size of the change set is N , the ultimate time complexity of the VMCIA is O (N (S + V + E)).
The proposed technique VM-CIA takes into account variable-method correlation within method and parses source code into VMT set as a novel intermediate representation, and then proposes single impact analysis algorithm 1 and VOLUME 6, 2018 multiple impact analysis algorithm 4 to improve the accuracy of impact analysis through mining the correlation between variable-method. An illustrative example and empirical study in the following Section IV-V will further show the proposed technique VM-CIA can greatly improve the precision over traditional CIA techniques through mining variable-method correlation.
IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To illustrate the VM-CIA process, an example is presented in this section.
In the program of the Appendix, the parameter i of method M 3 in class C 1 (Figure 6(b) ) is assumed to be changed. Then, we can get the direct impact set DIS= {<<C 1 .M 3 , 0>, VMTSet >}, where VMTSet = {VMT 1 }, VMT 1 = <C 1 .M 3 .i, null, null >. Thus, DIS is first added to the impact set IS, i.e. IS= {<M 3 , >}. Using M 3 as the starting point, we perform the impact propagation analysis from two directions on the call graph.
A. METHOD CALLING
Method M 3 calls methods M 9 , M 10 , M 11 , and M 12 , as shown in Figure 6 (c). The statement in Line 5 within M 3 is correlated with i, and the statements in Line 9 and Line 5 are correlated with v 2 . We denote the VMTs of Line 5 and Line 9 as follows
VMT 3 is correlated with VMT 2 based on C 1 .v 2 , and VMT 2 is correlated with VMT 1 based on variable C 1 .M 3 .i. Then, we get the calleeSet of M 3 from VMT 1 , VMT 2 , and VMT 3 , i.e. calleeSet = {M 10 , M 12 }. At this time, we get the IS by merging the caleeSet into IS, IS = {<M 3 , 0>, <M 10 , 1>, <M 12 , 1>}. In the IS, M 3 belongs to the direct impact set and the distance between M 3 and M 10 , M 12 is 1. Next, every method of calleeSet is used as the starting point of impact set computation and calls the addCalleeIS procedure to compute the impact set on two directions on the call graph. For example, using M 12 as the starting point, we need to judge whether M 13 and M 14 are impacted by M 12 from the direction of method calling. We also need to judge whether M 7 and M 8 are impacted on the direction of method being called.
B. METHOD BEING CALLED
Methods M 1 and M 2 calls M 3 , as shown in Figure 6 (c) and Appendix. Based on the impact propagation process, the callerSet of M 3 is {M 1 , M 2 } and the distance between M 3 and M 1 , M 2 is 1. After merging callerSet into the IS, we have IS = {<M 3 , 0>, <M 10 , 1>, <M 12 , 1>, <M 1 , 1>, <M 2 , 1>}. Then, we use the callerSet as the starting point of impact set computation, and the addCallerIS procedure is called to compute the impact set from two directions. As shown in Figure 6 (c), we compute the impact set of M 2 on the direction of method calling. In class C 1 , M 2 calls the methods M 3 , M 4 , M 5 and M 6 . Based on the impact propagation process, M 2 is impacted because M 2 calls M 3 . Therefore, judging whether methods M 4 , M 5 and M 6 are impacted needs to consider whether they are correlated with M 3 . The VMTs of the statements (Line 4 and Line 8 in Figure 6 (a)) which are correlated with M 3 are as follows.
VMT 4 has correlation with VMT 5 due to C 1 .M 2 .t. Then, the calleeSet of M 2 is M 6 , and distance between M 3 and M 6 is 2. After merging calleeSet into IS,
In a similar way, using M 12 as the starting point, a set of methods {M 7 , M 8 , M 13 , M 14 } is added to the impact Figure 7 . The VM-CIA technique proposed in this paper can improve the accuracy of the impact results by analyzing the relation between variables and methods in the statements of a program. The Influence-CIA algorithm uses the parameters and return values of the method to construct the influence graph to compute the impact set in [12] . In this example, impact set computed by Influence-CIA is
From this example, we see that the size of the impact set computed by our approach is smaller than the size of the Influence-CIA. The difference between these two CIA techniques is that Influence-CIA takes into account all the cases of parameter passing and control flow of the program. In the method M 2 , object o 1 calls the methods M 4 , M 5 and M 6 , that is, the o 1 is the reference parameter of M 4 , M 5 and M 6 . According to the Influence-CIA process, the methods are mutually impacted because they have reference parameter passing. Thus, all methods in M 2 are included in the impact set. We will further show the effectivity of the VM-CIA technique in the next section on some real open projects.
V. EMPIRICAL STUDY A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The CIA proposed in this paper is closely related to the Influence-CIA. We compare our VM-CIA with Influence-CIA. In addition, we would like to see the effect of the distance on the impact set. The research questions we seek to answer are:
RQ1: Compared to Influence-CIA, can VM-CIA compute a smaller impact set? RQ2: Compared to Influence-CIA, can VM-CIA compute an impact set with fewer false-positives without severely missing the false-negatives? RQ3: How does the distance affect the accuracy of impact set?
B. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
To evaluate the effectivity of the VM-CIA technique presented in this paper, we select five open source Java projects from some software application domains. These Java projects are NanoXML, 1 log4j 2 JUnit 3 HttpCore 4 and Heritrix 5 NanoXML is a small XML parser. log4 j is an open source project of Apache and used to control the output of log information. JUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. HttpCore is a set of low level HTTP transport components that can be used to build custom client and server side HTTP services with a minimal footprint. Heritrix is the Internet Archive's open-source, extensible, web-scale, archival-quality web crawler project.
We select some successive releases of these Java projects to perform empirical studies. Some basic statistics of these projects, including the number of versions (N v ), the number of classes (N c ), the number of methods (N m ) and the lines of code (LOC) are presented in Table 1 . 
C. MEASURES
We try to evaluate the effectivity of VM-CIA technique from multiple aspects. First, we focus on the size and accuracy of its impact set. If the size of the impact set is too large, the precision of the impact set will be influenced. That is, many false-positives are probably included in the impact set, which limits its practical application.
In addition, to evaluate the accuracy of the VM-CIA technique, two widely used metrics are precision and recall [14] . The combination of these two measures is used to assess the accuracy of an impact analysis technique. Precision is an inverse measure of false-positives while recall is an inverse measure of false-negatives. These two evaluative metrics are defined as follows.
Here, Actual Set is the set of methods which are actually changed during bug fixing. Estimated Set is the impact set predicted by the CIA techniques.
D. PROCESS
First, we use the JDT (Java Development Tools) 6 to parse the Java source code into AST (abstract syntax tree). Then, we parse the AST related to the variable method correlation into VMT set. And we can get the actual change set by comparing the releases in CVS or SVN and map the changed elements into the corresponding VMTs [15] . In empirical study, we select the change set and impact set according to the sorted change set queue based on the distance between the impact element and the change element. The process of the empirical study is as follows.
1) CHANGE SET AND ACTUAL IMPACT SET SELECTION
For the input of CIA, there are three kinds of elements in the change set, i.e. class fields, method parameters, and local variable of a method. Due to the difficulty of identifying the relations among the change actions, we mainly select the simple changes in the program, such as declaration of class fields, method parameter list. In addition, we cannot get the accurate actual impact set. A widely used approach is that the actual impact set consists of actual changed methods in the program. However, we can know which methods are changed or deleted through version comparison during their evolution. Simply, the change of methods is due to the variable changes [7] .
2) IMPACT SET COLLECTION
The main task of CIA is to predict the potential impacts of the changes made to the software. In our experiments, we use our VM-CIA technique and InfluenceCIA to compute the impact set from the change set obtained in the above step. In addition, we also collect the accuracy of the impact sets with different distance values.
E. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The empirical studies analyze each two consecutive versions (V i → V i+1 ) of these five Java projects and identify the 6 http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/ change set from V i . Then, we compute the impact set of the change set on V i , and compare the impact set with the actual impact set of V i to evaluate the accuracy of the CIA. In this section, we report the results collected from the empirical studies to answer these three research questions.
1) RQ1
In this paper, we analyze the variable and method correlation to perform proposed VM-CIA. We first focus on the comparison of the size of the impact set of VM-CIA and the Influence-CIA. Table 2 reports the size of the impact sets of these two CIA techniques, i.e., VM-IS and Influence-IS. During the evolution of all versions for these five Java projects, the size of VM-IS is smaller than that of Influence-IS. The third column in Table 2 is the size of direct impact set which consists of the directly impacted methods due to class field change and parameter change. In addition, those methods which call the deleted methods must be impacted, so the deleted methods are also included in the DIS. From the results of Table 1 and Table 2 , we can see that the larger the size of the program is, the larger the sizes of direct impact set and the impact set are On average, the size of VM-IS is two to three times bigger than the size of DIS, but the size of Influence-IS is three to six times bigger than the size of DIS. Therefore, from the perspective of the size of impact set, we see that our VM-CIA can generate a smaller impact set than the Influence-CIA, which will be more practical.
2) RQ2
In the previous section, we see that our VM-CIA can compute the impact set with smaller size. Moreover, if the size of the impact set is smaller and accuracy is higher, the CIA technique is better. In this section, we evaluate the two CIA techniques in a more quantitative way. We use the precision and recall to assess the quality of the impact set. The number of false-positive and number of false-negative are closely related to the precision and recall measure respectively. The fewer false-positives the CIA produces, the higher its precision is. Similarly, the fewer false-negatives the CIA produces, the higher its recall is. The precision and recall results of VM-IS and Influence-IS are compared in Table 3 . For all these five Java projects, the precision of VM-IS is higher than that of Influence-IS but with a little lower recall value Specifically, on average, the recall of VM-IS is about 5% lower than that of Influence-IS. However, the precision of VM-IS is about 19% higher than that of Influence-IS, which is a great improvement. Form these results, we see that the gap of the precision between these two CIA techniques is bigger than the gap of their recall values.
Therefore, from the accuracy perspective, we can also conclude that our VM-CIA can be more precise to identify these actually impacted elements, which is more suitable for practical use.
3) RQ3
The above section shows that our VM-CIA technique is more practical than the Influence-CIA technique. For our VM-CIA technique, we used a distance measure. Intuitively, the further the distance between the impacted element and the changed element is, the less likely the element is impacted by the change. Generally, most changes are performed in the local part of a program. Therefore, we have one question, i.e., whether the impacts result from changes are local? In this section, we aim to answer this question.
We first define a Limited Impact Set (LIS) as follows
The dist represents the predefined shortest distance between the method and the changed elements on the call graph, LIS(dist) is a set of methods reachable to the changes and the distance to the changes is less than dist. The maximal dist denoted as maxDist is the maximal distance of all elements of <Method, distance> in the impact set (IS). In practical, Dist could be defined as maxDist when precision and recall of the LIS(dist) are converged, otherwise, we could predefined an appropriate threshold for Dist according to source code and change set.
As shown in Figure 8 , by increasing the dist value, the precision and recall values of LIS(dist) are also changing. More specifically, with the increase of the dist values, the precision of the LIS(dist) is reduced but its recall is increased. Thus, it shows that the nearer distance between the method to the change point on the call graph is, the more likely the method is impacted. On the contrary, the further distance between the method to the change point is, the less likely the method is changed. This shows that ranking the possibility of the potential impacts according to the distance is reasonable.
In addition, Figure 8 also shows some interesting phenomena. First, the maxDist value of VM-IS is small, while the maxDist value of Influence-IS is twice bigger, which shows that the Influence-IS has larger size and needs more time to check the impacts in practical application. In addition, with the increase of dist values, the precision and recall of VM-IS converge quickly, while precision and recall of Influence-IS converge slowly. It shows that VM-CIA is focused on the change point and computes a highly accurate impact set in the local range of the program. Actually, Influence-CIA uses the change point as its center, and propagates the impacts to all parts of the program continuously. Therefore, the recall value of Influence-CIA is approximating to 1, but the precision value is very low.
From above, we can conclude that the impacts are usually local for most changes to the program. CIA over traditional intermediate representation usually does not take into account the fine-grained dependence relationship within the method. Hence, its precision is limited. The proposed technique VM-CIA combines uses VMT set as intermediate representation to analyze deep into statement level and mine the correlation between variable-method to improve the accuracy of VM-CIA.
F. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Like most empirical studies, our study also has its limitations. Three threats to the validity of our study are discussed as follows. Firstly, we apply our technique to five subject programs in this study. We cannot guarantee that the results from our case studies can be generalized to other more complex or arbitrary programs. However, our subject programs are selected from open source projects and have been widely adopted for experimental studies [3] . Secondly, the change sets are obtained by randomly selecting the changes of the program, such as the declaration of class fields, method parameter list. But in practice, the change set is provided by feature location techniques [16] , [17] or users. So the change set used in our study may not be the actual proposed changes in these programs versions. This may affect the evaluation results. Finally, for precision and recall measures, the real impact set is obtained by selecting the differences (method changes) between consecutive versions. These differences may not be the actual impacts in real programs version, this may affect the evaluating measures of the impact results.
VI. RELATED WORK
During software maintenance, CIA can be performed on software design or source code level. In terms of source code, commonly used CIA techniques include dynamic techniques [9] , [10] and static techniques [7] , [18] - [22] Some also utilized both static and dynamic information in combination [23] - [26] The dynamic CIA techniques are performed mainly based on analyzing the execution sequence of methods or dynamic method call graph through collecting information at runtime environment of the program. The classical dynamic techniques include PathImpact CoverageImpact, and CollectEA [27] . These techniques need to collect the information when executing the program at high cost. Furthermore, the execution traces cannot cover all the paths of the program, which will reduce the recall of the impact set. On the other hand, dynamic execution needs input of the test cases. A technique which uses different test cases to assist impact analysis is presented in [23] . It depends on the dependence graph (e.g. call graph) and takes into account different atomic changes, such as addition, deletion or change of variable and method.
Static CIA techniques can be divided into structure static analysis, textual analysis, and historical analysis. The structure based techniques [7] , [18] - [20] , [28] need to construct the dependence relation of different entities (classes or methods). Petrenko and Rajlich develop a tool named JRipples, which can be used in the software incremental development. It allows software engineer to interactively perform CIA when developing software (the circulation processes of change, impact analysis, manual check and change again) [18] Hattori presents a depth based impact analysis algorithm on the call graph [29] As a classical intermediate representation of the program, call graph is widely used in CIA techniques [3] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [29] - [32] . The VM-CIA technique proposed in this paper also belongs to this category. Our technique can obtain a more precise impact set over traditional call graph based techniques through parsing the source core into VMT set The textual based techniques perform impact analysis mainly through coupling measure of modules or textual match [26] , [33] - [35] . It is an approach which extracts the conceptual dependence (conceptual coupling) based on analysis of the nonsource code (comments). Poshyvanyket.al. use the information retrieval techniques, such as Latent Semantic Indexing, to analyze the similarity of two different texts, and then compute the degree of similarity of texts with coupling measure [26] , [33] - [35] . The technique computes the impact set only through computing the similarity of two classes or methods, so the accuracy of impact set is not high. Since software development is managed with the version control system, with the prevalence of the technique of Mining Software Repository (MSR), mining the historical information of software to perform change impact analysis has been widely concerned by the research community [8] , [26] , [34] , [36] - [39] . This kind of technique uses data mining and statistic analysis to mine the sequence relation, correlation of files, classes and methods. With this technique, some evolutionary dependencies between program entities that cannot be distilled by traditional program analysis technique can be mined from these repositories. Evolutionary dependencies suggest that for these entities that are (historically) changed together in software repositories, i.e., co-changes, they may need to change when one (some) of the entities are changed during future software evolution. CIA is then supported by these co-change dependencies.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Static CIA has been widely used to estimate the impact set due to the changes of source code. However, the impact set is larger than the actual impact set in most cases. How to improve precision is a big threat to the effectivity of static CIA technique. This paper attempts to narrow this gap. We present VM-CIA technique which parses the source code into variable and method triples (an intermediate representation) and perform CIA on this intermediate representation. This VM-CIA technique can obtain the impact set which consists of the methods with small distance to the changed elements and has high accuracy. The empirical results show that our VM-CIA technique can get a smaller impact set with high accuracy. Furthermore, we also get another conclusion that the impact results of the changes have the local feature which is expressed by the distance between the impacted element and the changed element in source code in this paper. In addition, the empirical studies also show the reasonability of the distance measure to rank the impact results, which can greatly facilitate practical use.
Although empirical studies are selected form the real world, the size of projects still cannot stand for the general project. And we will conduct experiments on other arbitrary and larger programs to evaluate the generality of our technique. In addition, we would like to compare our VM-CIA technique to other static CIA techniques, for example, textual based, historical based, and etc. His research interests include software maintenance and evolution, software repository mining, and intelligence analysis. He has been authorized over 20 patents, and published over 80 papers in referred international journals such as STVR, IST, JSS, SCIS, and FCS, and conferences, including ICSE, ASE, ICSME, SANER, and ICPC. He is a senior CCF and ACM/IEEE member. VOLUME 6, 2018 
